This book includes a new, annotated translation by Plaut, Gabrielle Edgcomb, and Kevin B. Anderson of Marx’s 1846 essay/translation on suicide, which concentrated on young Parisian women who had
committed suicide due to gender or familial oppression, edited by Eric A. Plaut and Kevin B. Anderson. At one point, for example, Marx writes that the bourgeois revolutions of the eighteenth century were incomplete because they did not end familial oppression. The volume also includes separate introductions by Plaut and me, and additional background material in German and French. My introduction to the volume, "Marx on Suicide in the Context of His Other Writings on Alienation and Gender" (pp. 3-28), looks at Marx's changing views on gender, before and after this treatment on his part of female suicide and social conditions in nineteenth century Paris.
Karl Marx. Sociologist Kevin Anderson provides an extensive introduction situating the essay in the context of Marx’s work, especially that on gender; Plaut’s essay focuses on the psychological aspects of the work, in particular contrasting Marx’s “This unknown fragment of early Marx provides occasion for three engaging contributions: an introduction to Peuchet’s pioneering text on suicide; provocative glosses on issues of self-destructiveness in Marx’s biography; and a knowing recovery of Marx’s views on gender and the family. Fascinating.” —Donald N. Levine, University of Chicago. Request PDF | On Jan 1, 2001, Murray E. G. Smith and others published Book Review: Marx on Suicide. Edited and with introductions by Eric A. Plaut and Kevin Anderson. Translated by Eric A. Plaut, Gabrielle Edgcomb and Kevin Anderson. Evanston, Illinois: Northwestern University Press, 1999 | Find, read and cite all the research you need on ResearchGate. Looking for the full-text? You can request the full-text of this article directly from the authors on ResearchGate. Request full-text. Already a member?